ADDENDUM 2

To: All Interested Proposers

From: Linda Gonzalez, Inventory Bid Technician

Date: January 14, 2008

Subject: Bid # 07-174, Industrial Washer for Juvenile Detention

The Purchasing Department received questions relating to the above referenced proposal; the response to the following questions:

1. Where is the 60 lb. commercial unit washer going to be installed?
   
   The 60 lb. commercial unit washer is to be installed in the JPD Detention laundry room.

2. Can we have the address for an on site estimate?

   The address for an on site estimate is 6400 Delta.

3. Do we need to special order a 12” H steel base due to the drain which is set higher than normal?

   No we do not need to special order a 12’ H steel base.